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File Transfer Protocol (FTP) Overview

 Separate “control channel” and “data channel”
 Control channel (connection) – authentication and

file transfer parameters set
 Data channel (connection) – actual file transfer

between client and server
 Three types of data channels:

– server-initiated (or active)
– client-initiated (or passive)
– proxy (third party transfers)



FTP Overview contd.

 Server-initiated data connections – client issues
PORT command and server connects to the
specified address

 Client-initiated data channels – client issues PASV
command and server returns address to which the
client connects

 Proxy connection – client initiates transfer between
two FTP servers by sending PASV command to one
of the servers and PORT to the other

 Authentication in original FTP is clear-text



Grid Environments and FTP

 Grid environments features:
– Fast storage and retrieval of large amounts of

data from and to different file systems
– Transfers usually between clusters of nodes
– Bottleneck can be node processing of the data

and not network bandwidth
 FTP lacks important features to maximize

performance in grid environments
 Security issues



GridFTP Overview

 Separation of Protocol Interpreters (PI) and Data
Transfer Processes (DTP)

 Parallel and Striped data transfers
 Parallelism – multiple TCP streams between two

network endpoints
 Striping – transfer between m network endpoints on

the one side and n on the other
 Manual/Automatic control of TCP buffer size
 Partial file transfers



GridFTP Extensions to FTP

 Parallelism specified as options to the retrieve
command:

–  OPTS RETR Parallelism=start,min,max
 One PI can connect to multiple DTP, thus allowing

for striping of data
 Striped Passive (SPAS) and Striped Port (SPOR)

commands
 SPAS analogous to PASV, but returns array of host/

port connections
 SPOR like PORT, but allows array of host/port

connections to be sent



GridFTP Extensions to FTP

 Three modes defined in FTP for transferring
the data – stream, block and compressed

 Parallelism and striping need out-of-
sequence data delivery and partial data
transmission per data connection

 Extended Block Mode introduced (E BLOCK)
– extends the block mode header



GT4 GridFTP Server Implementation

 Three distinct components:
– Client PI
– Server PI
– Data Transfer Process

(DTP)
 PI handles the control channel

protocol
 DTP accesses and moves data

vie the data channel protocol
 One Server PI can connect to

multiple DTP, thus allowing
stripingFigure 1. Globus GridFTP architecture.

Source [1].



GridFTP Data Transfer Pipeline

 DTP decomposed into three-module pipeline:
– Data Access Module reads/writes to the data source/sink
– Data Processing Module performs server-side data

processing if requested
– Data Channel Protocol Module reads/writes to the data

channel

Figure 2. Globus GridFTP data transfer pipeline. Source [1].



Performance Results

 Three experimental settings:
1. LAN with 0.2 msec RTT; 612Mbit/s bottleneck link
2. MAN with 2.2 msec RTT; 1Gbit/s bottleneck link
3. WAN with 60 msec RTT and 30Gbit/s (!) link

 The WAN  is the TeraGrid link between
National Center for Supercomputing
Applications, Illinois and San Diego
Supercomputer Center, California (32 nodes
on each side, each limited by 1Gbit/s link)



Performance Results – Parallelism

Figure 3. Parallel throughput on LAN.
Source [1].

Figure 4. Parallel throughput on MAN.
Source [1].



Performance Results – Parallelism

Figure 5. Parallel throughput on WAN. Source [1].



Performance Results – Striping

Figure 6. Mem-to-mem WAN performance.
Source [1].

Figure 7. Disk-to-disk WAN performance.
Source [1].



Conclusion

 GridFTP – extension to FTP to better utilize
the Grid infrastructure

 Main concepts – parallel and striped data
transfers

 GT4 GridFTP server implementation
performance measures show in practice the
benefit of parallelism and striping
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